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Figure 1: 2017-dollar price of a barrel of Brent crude oil (solid blue line; left-hand
scale) and oil investment spending and materials per oil capital unit (dashed red line,
right-hand scale). Sources: OECD, Statistics Norway and own calculations.

1 Introduction

The price of oil (solid blue line in Figure 1) has been very volatile over the past four decades.

Since 1970, the real price of a barrel of Brent Crude has averaged $59 (in 2017 dollars)

with a standard deviation of about $30. Steep price increases in the 1970s were followed

by a gradual reversal in the first half of the 1980s. After two decades below the $40-mark,

oil prices swung sharply again during the first decade of the 2000s, briefly reaching an all-

time high of $145 in July 2008. In the three years leading up to the summer of 2014, the

price seemed to have stabilized around $110. By the end of the year, however, the price

had dropped by half, a decline of more than eight standard deviations of the previous three

years. Further declines in 2015 brought the oil price to a low of $26 in January 2016, before

its recent gradual recovery.

These large and frequent movements beg the question of whether and how monetary

policy should respond to oil price shocks. In this paper, we address this question from

the perspective of an economy which is dependent on exporting oil to the global market.

Building on a canonical small open economy model (Gaĺı and Monacelli, 2005, henceforth

GM), our objective is to establish a benchmark for monetary policy in developed resource-

rich economies. An oil sector with supply-chain links to the domestic non-oil economy adds

a new source of inefficient terms-of-trade movements to the GM baseline, unrelated to those

analyzed in the existing literature (e.g. De Paoli, 2009; Monacelli, 2013). Effectively, a

reliance on oil exports introduces a friction into the process through which the economy can
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substitute between home and foreign goods in response to relative price movements.

While fluctuations in the terms of trade are generally inefficient, we can express the poli-

cymaker’s objective as a quadratic loss function which, as in GM, only penalizes deviations of

domestic inflation from target and of non-oil output from its efficient level. Yet, the presence

of an oil sector gives rise to several novel features. First, the efficient level of non-oil produc-

tion depends on oil technology and moves with disturbances to the economy regardless of

their origin. Second, the Phillips curve summarizing the supply side of the non-oil economy

features an endogenous cost-push component driven by the terms-of-trade inefficiency and

its effect on the gap between the natural and the efficient levels of non-oil output. Third,

the slope of the Phillips curve declines, and the optimal weight on output gap stabilization

increases in the size of the oil sector. Hence, the optimal flexible inflation targeting rule be-

comes steeper so that monetary policy lets domestic inflation absorb more—and the output

gap less—of the adjustment after the endogenous cost-push disturbance in our framework

than after an exogenous cost-push shocks in GM. Given substantial spillovers from the oil

sector to the rest of the economy, optimal policy calls for a reduction of the interest rate

following a drop in the oil price. By contrast, a central bank with a mandate to stabilize

consumer price inflation would raise interest rates to limit the inflationary impact of the

associated exchange rate depreciation.

The literature has typically analyzed monetary policy responses to oil price shocks from

the perspective of net oil importers—perhaps inspired by the US oil balance position. This

viewpoint has naturally led to an emphasis on oil as a final consumption good and/or as

an intermediate input to production. In the normative analyses of Kormilitsina (2011),

Montoro (2012), Nakov and Pescatori (2010) and Natal (2012), for example, fluctuations in

the price of oil may induce trade-offs for monetary policy through a production cost channel.1

By contrast, only a few studies investigate monetary policy issues from the perspective of

oil exporters. In these papers, the presence of an oil export sector does not materially

change the appropriate conduct of monetary policy. In Hevia and Nicolini (2013), Romero

(2008), and Catão and Chang (2013), commodity price shocks affect the economy through a

“resource movement effect” (Corden, 1984) in the labor market. Nevertheless, absent further

distortions, full inflation stabilization remains optimal as in the closed-economy benchmark.2

In contrast to the existing literature, we abstract both from domestic consumption of

natural resources and from competition over factors of production in fixed supply. Instead,

1The appropriate policy responses for oil importers facing such tradeoffs may depend on the underlying
sources of oil price fluctuations in the global oil market, as discussed in Bodenstein et al. (2012), Plante
(2014) and Stevens (2015).

2See Wills (2014) for an analysis of monetary policy responses to news about oil discoveries when oil is
an exogenous endowment owned by the government.
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we let the extraction of oil be endogenous by assuming that production requires the use of

domestically produced intermediate inputs. This direct demand link from the oil sector fun-

damentally changes the transmission of oil price shocks to the non-oil economy. By affecting

the profitability of oil extraction, oil price shocks affect aggregate demand in the non-oil

economy through oil producers’ demand for domestic output. A fall in the oil price therefore

has a contractionary effect on the non-oil economy, rather than the expansionary resource

movement effect that would be implied by the direct use of labor in resource extraction. In

addition, the use of domestic output as inputs in oil extraction introduces a friction into the

process by which domestic households can substitute between home and foreign goods in

consumption. In our model, the economy must channel domestic resources through the oil

sector to generate the foreign currency revenue needed to import foreign goods. This is the

new source of inefficient terms-of-trade movements that we emphasize in our analysis.3

In practice, of course, monetary policy is affected by a large resource export sector in

a myriad of ways. The supply chain at the heart of our analysis is particularly important

for developed commodity exporters with mature supply and services industries providing

materials and investment goods for resource extraction. Hence, our analysis is tailored for

conditions in resource-rich OECD countries (such as Australia, Canada and Norway) rather

than for OPEC countries (such as Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela), where manufactur-

ing bases are less developed and monetary policy considerations may be dominated by other

factors. For example, our analysis is not designed to consider the interactions of monetary

policy with fiscal policies closely intertwined with resource extraction, or the political econ-

omy aspects of investment decisions and the distribution of resource rents. Our assumption

is that monetary policy is conducted within a well-established economic policy framework.

Norway provides a particularly clear example of the mechanism we have in mind for de-

veloped resource-rich economies.4 Since oil exploration began in the North Sea in the early

1970s, Norway’s offshore oil industry has grown to provide close to a quarter of total GDP,

and crude oil constitutes about half of the country’s exports. At the same time, the oil

industry’s uses of inputs from non-oil sectors on the mainland have grown to around 15% of

non-oil GDP. Extraction activities now provide a significant fraction of aggregate demand

in the mainland economy. Moreover, as shown in Figure 1, this demand component moves

closely with swings in the oil price. The correlation of the oil sector’s average quarterly

3The paper most closely related to ours is Bergholt (2014), who includes a similar supply-chain link in
his analysis of monetary policy in an oil-exporting economy. His framework, however, differs significantly
from ours in that policy tradeoffs arise for a number of reasons unrelated to the oil sector—particularly
wage rigidities. Moreover, because of the additional frictions, his analysis only characterizes optimal policy
numerically.

4Further examples are provided in the online appendix.
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investment spending and materials per capital unit one year ahead (dashed red line) with

the current real oil price (solid blue line) is approximately 0.6 over the full 1978-2016 sample,

rising to about 0.9 for the large oil price swings in the 2000-2016 sub-sample.5 Following

the 2014 fall in the oil price, for example, the oil sector’s demand for both materials and in-

vestments goods fell significantly, representing a substantial and extended drag on aggregate

demand in the non-oil economy. Our objective is to analyze the implications for monetary

policy of this important though hitherto largely ignored transmission channel of commodity

price movements in developed resource-rich economies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the model and characterize

its equilibrium in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to optimal monetary policy. Section 4

presents responses to a negative oil price shock in a calibrated version of the model, and it

compares responses and welfare under optimal policy with several simple monetary policy

rules. Section 5 concludes. The online appendix provides extensive details on the derivations,

robustness analysis, and several extensions to the baseline model.

2 Model

The basic structure of the model corresponds to GM, with the exception of the presence

of an oil export sector. A representative household consumes a bundle of goods partly

produced domestically and partly imported from abroad, supplies labor to mainland firms,

and trades in a complete set of state-contingent securities in international financial markets.6

Oil firms are located offshore and sell their product in the world market taking its price

as given. Intermediate goods producers operate under monopolistic competition and set

prices on a staggered basis. Competitive retailers combine intermediate goods to produce

a homogeneous final good that can be either consumed by domestic households or used as

inputs in oil extraction by offshore firms.7

5Over the full sample, materials are the primary driver of the correlation, as investment spending generally
moves with some lags, and was largely driven by discoveries in the 1980s and 1990s. In the 2000-2016
subsample, however, oil investment has responded swiftly to the large shifts in the price of oil, displaying a
correlation with oil prices even higher than materials alone.

6Imperfections in international risk sharing would likely introduce a further motivation for deviating from
price stability (see e.g. Corsetti et al., 2010). Here, we maintain the assumption of perfect international risk
sharing as in GM to highlight the influence of the oil sector itself on the monetary policy problem.

7For simplicity, we assume that mainland firms do not export to the rest of the world. Similarly, neither
offshore nor mainland firms import materials from abroad. Our results are not sensitive to changes in these
assumptions. In the online appendix, we show how to extend the analysis to allow for these two features.
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2.1 Households

The representative household chooses consumption Ct, state-contingent securities Dt+1, and

hours at work Nt, to solve

max
{Ct,Dt+1,Nt}∞t=0

E0

[
∞∑
t=0

βt
(

lnCt −
N1+ϕ
t

1 + ϕ

)]
,

subject to

PtCt + Et(Qt,t+1Dt+1) = WtNt +Dt + Ψt.

In the objective, E0 is the conditional expectation operator, β ∈ (0, 1) is the subjective

discount factor, and ϕ > 0 is the inverse Frisch elasticity of labor supply. The overall

consumption basket Ct is a Cobb-Douglas bundle of home mainland goods CHt and imported

foreign goods CFt

Ct ≡
C1−α
Ht C

α
Ft

αα(1− α)1−α
,

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a measure of the degree of openness. The associated consumer price index

(CPI) in units of domestic currency is Pt = P 1−α
Ht P

α
Ft. In the budget constraint, Qt,t+1 is the

stochastic discount factor, Wt is the nominal wage, and Ψt represents profit payments from

the ownership of intermediate goods and oil producing firms.

The (mainland) terms of trade, defined as the price of imports in terms of the price of

domestic goods (Tt ≡ PFt/PHt), are related to relative prices according to PHt/Pt = T −αt and

PFt/Pt = T 1−α
t . We impose that the home country does not export domestic manufacturing

goods (α∗ = 0 ⇒ P ∗t = P ∗Ft) and that the law of one price holds for foreign goods (PFt =

EtP ∗Ft, where Et is the nominal exchange rate—the price of foreign currency in units of home

currency). Combining these two assumptions yields a relation between the real exchange

rate (St ≡ EtP ∗t /Pt) and the terms of trade, given by St = T 1−α
t .

Expenditure minimization gives rise to standard downward-sloping demand functions for

home and foreign goods. Using the relations between relative prices and the terms of trade

above, we can write these demand functions as

CHt = (1− α)T αt Ct (1)

and

CFt = αT α−1t Ct.

The first-order conditions for state-contingent securities and consumption can be com-
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bined to give

Qt,t+1 = β

(
Ct+1

Ct

)−1
1

Πt+1

,

where Πt ≡ Pt/Pt−1 is the gross CPI inflation rate. A similar expression, adjusted for the

presence of the nominal exchange rate, holds for the representative household in the rest

of the world. Therefore, perfect risk-sharing implies that the ratio of consumption across

countries is proportional to the real exchange rate

Ct = ϑC∗t St = Y ∗t T 1−α
t , (2)

where ϑ is a constant that depends on the initial relative net asset position. The second

equality in (2) follows from assuming symmetric initial conditions (ϑ = 1), using the relation

between the real exchange rate and the terms of trade derived above, and imposing the

small open economy assumption (C∗t = Y ∗t ). By no arbitrage, the nominal net return on a

one-period risk-free bond it denominated in domestic currency satisfies (1+ it)
−1 = EtQt,t+1.

Finally, the first order condition for labor supply is

Wt

Pt
= AHtT −αt MCt = Nϕ

t Ct, (3)

where the first part of the equality follows from the firms’s cost minimization problem.

2.2 Mainland Firms

On the mainland, producers of differentiated goods set prices on a staggered basis (Calvo,

1983). Each period, a measure (1 − θ) of randomly selected firms indexed by i get to post

a new price P̃Ht(i) to maximize expected discounted profits conditional on no future further

adjustment

max
P̃Ht(i)

Et

{
∞∑
s=0

θsQt,t+s

[
(1 + ς)P̃Ht(i)YHt,t+s(i)−Wt+sNt+s(i)

]}
,

where ς > 0 is a steady-state subsidy. The firms’ problem is subject to a linear technology

YHt(i) = AHtNt(i), where AHt is total factor productivity, and to the demand from final

goods assemblers

YHt(i) =

[
PHt(i)

PHt

]−ε
YHt, (4)
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where ε > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between varieties of mainland goods, and PHt is

the domestic price index

PHt =

[∫ 1

0

PHt(i)
1−εdi

] 1
1−ε

.

In a symmetric equilibrium, all intermediate goods producing firms that can change their

prices make the same choice (P̃Ht(i) = P̃Ht, ∀i). The first-order condition for their problem

is

Et

[
∞∑
s=0

θsQt,t+sYHt,t+s(i)

(
P̃Ht −

1

1 + ς

ε

ε− 1

Wt+s

AHt+s

)]
= 0. (5)

Using the demand relation (4) and the labor market clearing condition, we can also write

the aggregate production function for the mainland economy as YHt∆t = AHtNt, where Nt

is the aggregate over Nt(i), ∆t is an index of price dispersion evolving according to the law

of motion

∆t = θΠε
Ht∆t−1 + (1− θ)

(
1− θΠε−1

Ht

1− θ

) ε
ε−1

,

and ΠHt ≡ PHt/PHt−1 is domestic inflation.

2.3 Offshore Firms

The main departure from GM is the presence of an oil sector. The production of oil YOt uses

mainland final goods Mt as the input in a diminishing-return technology

YOt = AOtM
η
t , (6)

where AOt is total factor oil extraction technology. We let η ∈ (0, 1) to reflect a second factor

of production in fixed supply. This formulation captures a highly stylized representation of

oil extraction in which materials stand for the combined factor demand links from the oil

sector to the non-oil economy. Narrowly defined, Mt captures intermediate consumption in

the utilization of existing fields, terms of contracts for suppliers, and marginal investments,

corresponding to roughly half of the demand impulse from the oil sector in the Norwegian

data. In addition, our notion of materials aims to reflect the direction—if not the exact

timing—of the movements in oil investments in response to persistent oil price shocks.8

Finally, with the example of Norway in mind, where the labor share in oil extraction is tiny

(0.95% on average since 1990), we also abstract from explicitly modeling labor inputs in oil

8Explicitly accounting for lags in investment behavior makes the monetary policy problem less tractable
and would prevent us from being able to derive analytical results. By contrast, absent other frictions, our
simple specification is equivalent to one in which a separate oil-service industry supplies materials. See
Bergholt et al. (2017) for a model with both these features.
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extraction.9

The representative oil producer takes the price of inputs as given and sells any quantity

in the world market at the price POt = EtP ∗Ot. We assume that domestic oil producers cannot

affect the world price of oil P ∗Ot, which is instead determined in the international market.

The oil firm’s problem is

max
Mt

POtYOt − PHtMt,

subject to (6).

The first order condition for the representative oil producing firm gives rise to the demand

for intermediate inputs

Mt =

(
ηAOt

P ∗Ot
P ∗t
Tt
) 1

1−η

,

which in turn determines oil production by (6) and oil profits as (1 − η)POtYOt. We do

not model explicitly how the rest of the world absorbs domestic oil production.10 What is

crucial to characterize the equilibrium is that oil exports are a source of revenues to finance

the import bill.

2.4 Goods Market and Equilibrium

Domestic goods can be either consumed by the household or used as inputs in oil extraction

so that the resource constraint is

YHt = CHt +Mt.

Because of the small open economy assumption, we have Y ∗t = C∗t . Finally, all oil is exported

abroad, and the world economy is able to absorb any quantity of oil produced domestically

at the prevailing price.

All prices can be expressed in terms of the CPI and related to the terms of trade. In

addition to the expressions for the prices of home and foreign goods in section 2.1, we can

write the real oil price as
POt
Pt

=
P ∗Ot
P ∗t

EtP ∗t
Pt

=
P ∗Ot
P ∗t
T 1−α
t ,

where the real foreign currency price of oil (P ∗Ot/P
∗
t ) is exogenous. The terms of trade

is the only endogenous relative price that matters for the characterization of the equilib-

9Even including employment in oil transport and other related services, which arguably we capture in
mainland production, the labor share in the oil industry remains quite low (1.61% on average since 1990).

10In general, we think of oil being both consumed by foreign households and used by foreign firms as an
input in production. The actual allocation of foreign demand is irrelevant for the characterization of the
equilibrium in our small open economy.
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rium. Hence, given monetary policy (pinning down the nominal interest rate it), initial

conditions on the endogenous state variable (∆−1), and exogenous processes for foreign out-

put (Y ∗t = C∗t ), interest rates (i∗t ), and inflation (Π∗Ft = Π∗t ), as well as productivity (AHt

and AOt) and the real dollar oil price (P ∗Ot/P
∗
t ), an imperfectly competitive equilibrium

for this economy is a sequence of quantities {Ct, CHt, CFt, Nt, YOt,Mt, YHt}∞t=0 and prices

{Qt,t+1,Πt, Et,MCt,∆t,ΠHt, Tt}∞t=0 such that households and firms optimize and all markets

clear.11

2.5 Efficient Allocation and Steady State

In our small open economy, the efficient allocation is the solution to the optimization problem

of a benevolent social planner that maximizes the utility of the representative agent with-

out domestic market distortions subject only to technological, resource, and international

constraints.

The social planner’s problem is static and can be written as

max
Nt,Tt

log(T 1−α
t Y ∗t )− N1+ϕ

t

1 + ϕ

subject to

AHtNt = (1− α)TtY ∗t +

(
ηAOt

P ∗Ot
P ∗t
Tt
) 1

1−η

,

where we have used the international risk-sharing condition to substitute for aggregate con-

sumption, and the demands for domestic goods as well as the production function to replace

variables in the resource constraint. The first-order condition for this problem is

1− α
γeτt

= (N e
t )1+ϕ, (7)

where the superscript “e” denotes the efficient equilibrium. The term γτt generally represents

11In the description of the model, we have abstracted from fiscal policy and the redistribution of profits
from the oil sector. A fiscal authority able to use a sufficiently large set of state-contingent distortionary
taxes and subsidies could offset the effects of the frictions in our model (Hevia and Nicolini, 2013). We
take the institutional setup for fiscal policy as given and exclusively focus on monetary policy. As long as
distortionary taxes and subsidies are not set according to an optimal state-contingent plan, optimal monetary
policy needs to take into account the terms-of-trade externality caused by oil dependence. In addition, the
online appendix shows that under complete markets and lump-sum taxes a sovereign wealth fund set up
to invest oil revenues, like those present in several resource-rich economies, is irrelevant for the equilibrium
allocation. Therefore, in the baseline analysis, we assume that oil profits are directly rebated lump-sum to
the households.
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the elasticity of mainland output with respect to the terms of trade

γτt ≡
CHt
YHt

+
1

1− η
Mt

YHt
.

Notice that (7) can be written alternatively as

1− α
γeτt

Ce
t

N e
t

= Ce
t (N

e
t )ϕ.

Hence, the planner equates the marginal rate of transformation of leisure for consumption

(left-hand side) to the representative household’s marginal rate of substitution between those

two variables (right-hand side), where the marginal rate of transformation differs from the

marginal product of labor because of the openness of the economy.12

In the monetary policy analysis of GM, the elasticities of both consumption and output

with respect to the terms of trade are constant. Specifically, the output elasticity γτt is equal

to one at all times. Consequently, the efficient level of employment is itself constant (and

determined by N1+ϕ = 1 − α). Conversely, in our model, γτt (which is generally greater

than one) depends on the time-varying share of the oil sector’s demand for materials in total

demand for mainland goods. As a result, the efficient level of employment moves with the

exogenous shocks out of the steady state.13

In what follows, we consider an approximation of the model about the zero-inflation

efficient steady state with the terms of trade equal to one. In such a steady state, from

expression (7), we can obtain a solution for the efficient level of employment

N e =

[
(1− α)AH

(1− α)Y ∗ + (ηAOp∗O)
1

1−η /(1− η)

] 1
ϕ

.

Starting from this result, we can then easily derive the expressions for all other endogenous

variables in the efficient steady state.

Because households and firms do not internalize the aggregate effects of movements in

12To see this result, write the marginal rate of transformation as dCt/dNt = (dCt/dTt) × (dTt/dYHt) ×
(dYHt/dNt) and insert the elasticities (1− α) and γτt as well as the marginal product of labor dYHt/dNt =
YHt/Nt.

13De Paoli (2009) and Catão and Chang (2013) study generalizations of the special case analyzed by
GM in which the elasticities of consumption and output with respect to the terms of trade deviate from
1−α and 1, respectively, as a consequence of non-unitary preference parameters governing the elasticities of
intertemporal and international substitution in consumption. In our model, these parameters are fixed at one
by the specifications of the utility function and the consumption bundle, and the terms-of-trade elasticity of
consumption remains constant at 1− α. In spite of these parametric restrictions, the economy’s reliance on
oil exports and the input-output linkages between the oil sector and the non-oil economy induce movements
in γτt.
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the terms of trade on the efficient balance between leisure and consumption given by (7), the

flexible-price equilibrium, and hence the flexible-price steady state, are generally inefficient.

From (3) and (5) we obtain the flexible-price labor market equilibrium condition

(1− α) (1 + ς)
ε− 1

ε

Y n
Ht

Cn
Ht

= (Nn
t )1+ϕ, (8)

where we have used consumption demand (1) and the production function to substitute out

the terms of trade and technology, respectively, and where the superscript “n” denotes the

flexible-price (“natural”) equilibrium. Comparing (8) to (7) we can find the subsidy that

makes the steady state flexible-price equilibrium efficient

1 + ς =
ε

ε− 1

sc
γτ
,

where γτ is the steady-state value of γτt and sc ≡ CH/YH . This subsidy differs from the one

required in GM due to the demand for domestic goods arising from the resource sector. In

contrast to GM, the subsidy does not guarantee that the flexible-price equilibrium is also

efficient away from the steady state.

3 Linear-Quadratic Framework

In this section, we characterize analytically the optimal monetary policy plan away from

steady state. To that end, we take a second-order approximation of the utility function of

the representative agent and a first-order approximation to the equilibrium conditions about

the efficient steady state discussed in the previous section.14 The resulting linear-quadratic

framework allows us to derive a targeting rule for the central bank that describes optimal

policy. We focus on the solution under commitment from a timeless perspective (Woodford,

1999).

3.1 Efficient and Natural Output

Up to a first-order approximation, we can solve for the efficient levels of mainland output

and the terms of trade using the efficiency condition derived in the previous section, together

with the production function, the resource constraint, the risk-sharing condition, and the

demand equations for goods and materials (see the online appendix for details). The efficient

14The online appendix reports the full linearized model. In terms of notation, we use lower case letter to
represent log-deviations from steady state, i.e. zt ≡ ln(Zt/Z) for any variable Zt.
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level of output becomes{
λτ
γτ

+ ϕγτ

)
yeHt = (1 + ϕ)γτaHt +

(
λτ
γτ
− 1

)
scy
∗
t −

sc
γτ

η

1− η
sm

1− η
(aOt + p∗Ot) , (9)

where sm ≡ 1− sc = M/YH , and

λτ ≡ sc +
sm

(1− η)2
> γτ .

The efficient terms of trade are

{
ϕγ2τ + λτ

}
τ et = (1 + ϕ)γτaHt − sc(1 + ϕγτ )y

∗
t −

sm
1− η

(
ϕγτ +

1

1− η

)
(aOt + p∗Ot). (10)

Note that a reduction in the oil price leads to an increase in the efficient level of mainland

output and a depreciation of the efficient terms of trade. As oil production becomes less

profitable, the offshore economy demands less inputs, thus reducing the relative price of

home mainland goods. Under complete markets, however, the depreciation of the terms of

trade corresponds to higher domestic consumption because of international risk sharing. This

transfer allows the planner to increase production of domestic goods to meet consumption

demand without adverse effects on welfare.

For comparison, the approximate natural level of output is (see the online appendix for

details)

ynHt =
1

1 + ϕγτ

[
(1 + ϕ)γτaHt +

sm
1− η

(p∗Ot + aOt − y∗t )
]
, (11)

while the flexible-price level of the terms of trade solves

τnt = (1 + ϕ)aHt − y∗t − ϕynHt.

A negative oil price shock also leads to a depreciation of the flexible-price terms of trade.

But the natural level of output falls as the market solution does not internalize the welfare

effects of the depreciation working through consumption.

Note that the natural and efficient levels of output coincide if γτ = λτ = sc, which holds

in the limit when the resource sector does not demand any resources from the mainland so

that η = sm = 0. In general, however, the production subsidy that offsets the steady-state

effects of both monopolistic competition in the mainland economy and the terms-of-trade

inefficiency determined by oil technology is not sufficient to render fluctuations in the flexible-

price equilibrium efficient. Away from the steady state, the terms-of-trade externality varies

with γτt, driving a wedge between the natural and the efficient allocation. Below, we show

13



that this wedge takes the form of an endogenous markup shock in the Phillips curve.

3.2 Quadratic Loss Function

To derive the quadratic loss function, we use the expression for the aggregate production

function to rewrite the utility function of the representative household as

W0 = E0

{
∞∑
t=0

βt
[
lnCt −

(YHt/AHt)
1+ϕ

1 + ϕ
∆1+ϕ
t

]}
.

The online appendix shows that a second order approximation of this expression about a

steady state with zero inflation yields

W0 = −Ω

2
E0

[
∞∑
t=0

βt(π2
Ht + λxx

2
Ht)

]
+ t.i.p.+O(‖εt‖3), (12)

where t.i.p. stands for “terms independent of policy” and O(‖εt‖3) collects terms of order

three or higher.15 The constants in the previous expression are functions of the structural

parameters of the model

Ω ≡ (1− α)ε

κγτ
and λx ≡

κ

ε

(
λτ
γ2τ

+ ϕ

)
,

where κ ≡ (1− θ)(1− βθ)/θ. The welfare-relevant output gap is defined as the deviation of

mainland output from its efficient level

xHt = yHt − yeHt.

This representation of the loss function coincides with one in GM, except for the definition

of the welfare-relevant output gap and of its relative weight. In GM, the absence of an oil

sector implies that sm = 0 and sc = 1 so that λτ = γ2τ = 1. Effectively, in that model, the

deviation of the level of employment from its efficient level determines the inefficiency gap

between the marginal rate of substitution and the marginal rate of transformation. A higher

value of ϕ leads to a higher inefficiency gap for a given output gap so that the weight in the

loss function is increasing in this parameter. Here, λτ > γ2τ for 0 < sm < 1 and the weight

on the output gap is larger. This outcome is a consequence of the terms-of-trade externality,

which leads to a further opening of the inefficiency gap whenever output deviates from its

15The terms independent of policy include exogenous shocks and the initial conditions that make policy
optimal from the timeless perspective.
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efficient level.16 Thus, by introducing a terms-of-trade inefficiency, the oil sector provides an

additional reason for greater flexibility in domestic inflation targeting beyond those already

identified in the literature.

3.3 Linear Constraints

Expressions (9) and (10) characterize the efficient equilibrium away from steady state up to

the first order. We now find a representation for the Phillips curve in terms of the efficient

output gap that can be used to derive the optimal policy rule in our model.

A first-order approximation of the firm price-setting condition gives the New Keynesian

Phillips curve

πHt = κmct + βEtπHt+1, (13)

where marginal costs are given by

mct = ϕyHt − (1 + ϕ)aHt + y∗t + τt. (14)

In the online appendix, we show that the marginal cost is proportional to the natural output

gap

mct = ϕ (yHt − ynHt) + (τt − τnt ) =
(
γ−1τ + ϕ

)
(yHt − ynHt) , (15)

so that we can rewrite the Phillips curve as

πHt = ξ (yHt − ynHt) + βEtπHt+1, (16)

where

ξ ≡ κ(1 + ϕγτ )

γτ
.

As in the canonical New Keynesian model, output deviations from its natural level drive

inflation dynamics. However, the parameter γτ affects the slope of the Phillips curve. For

sm > 0, the elasticity of output with respect to the terms of trade is larger than one and the

Phillips curve is flatter than in the GM baseline. The reason is that a given natural output

gap is associated with a smaller natural terms-of-trade gap and so has a smaller effect on

marginal cost (see equation 15). In this case, the resource sector increases the sacrifice ratio

for monetary policy: a given change in domestic inflation requires a larger change in the

16As shown in the online appendix, the loss function has an alternative representation including the efficient
terms-of-trade gap. The more compact form in (12) follows from the proportionality between the efficient
output gap and the terms-of-trade gap under perfect risk sharing. Importantly, while the optimal targeting
rule would also take a more complicated form when derived from the alternative representation of the loss
function, dynamics under optimal policy would be identical.
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natural output gap.

Starting from (16), it is straightforward to write the Phillips curve in terms of the efficient

output as

πHt = ξxH,t + βEtπHt+1 + ut,

where

ut ≡ ξ(yeHt − ynHt) = κ[ϕyeHt + τ et − (1 + ϕ)aHt + y∗t ].

The term ut is proportional to the difference between the efficient and the natural levels

of output given by (9) and (11), respectively, and thus consists of a weighted sum of the

exogenous shocks in the model. This composite cost-push term is generally different from zero

away from the steady state, capturing the extent of the distortions in the economy that arise

because of inefficient movements in the terms of trade. The reliance on oil exports therefore

implies that any shock to the economy, regardless of its origin, induces a stabilization tradeoff

for monetary policy between domestic inflation and the efficient output gap, even when

household preferences are such that tradeoffs would be absent with a conventional export

sector. Without the resource sector, we have γτ = sc = 1 and so yeHt = ynHt as in GM. In this

case, ut drops out of the Phillips curve and the “divine coincidence” holds, so that monetary

policy does not face a tradeoff between domestic inflation and output gap stabilization.

Note that, differently from models in which oil is an input in the production stage (e.g.

Montoro, 2012; Natal, 2012), oil price movements do not directly affect marginal costs and,

hence, domestic inflation (see equations 13 and 14). For example, as we show in Section 4,

a fall in the price of oil leads to a depreciation of the terms of trade (τt increases) and a

recession in the mainland economy (yHt falls). The fall in output reduces labor demand and

marginal costs through lower real consumption wages. The term-of-trade depreciation works

in the opposite direction by increasing real consumption wages through a wealth effect on

labor supply, and real product wages for a given real consumption wage.17

Up to the first order, the consumption Euler equation expressed in terms of the efficient

output gap reads as

xHt = −σα(it − Etπt+1 − ret ) + EtxHt+1,

where σα ≡ (1−α)/γτ , the efficient real interest rate is defined implicitly by ret = Etcet+1−cet ,
and efficient consumption satisfies

yeHt =
γτ

1− α
cet +

(
sc −

γτ
1− α

)
y∗t +

sm
1− η

(p∗Ot + aOt).

For a given choice of monetary policy, the equilibrium up to a first-order approximation

17The relative strength of these opposing effects depends on the inverse Frisch elasticity of labor supply.
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is fully characterized by the relation between CPI and domestic inflation

πt = πHt + α(τt − τt−1),

and the relation between the efficient output gap and the terms of trade

xHt = γτ (τt − τ et ).

The proportionality between the efficient terms-of-trade gap and the output gap is what

allows us to write the loss function compactly as (12), without explicit reference to relative

price movements.

3.4 Optimal Monetary Policy

This section characterizes optimal monetary policy in the linear-quadratic framework that

we have developed so far. Formally, the policymaker solves

min
{πHt,xHt,it,πt,τt}∞t=0

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt(π2
Ht + λxx

2
Ht),

subject to

πHt = ξxHt + βEtπHt+1 + ut

xHt = −σα(it − Etπt+1 − ret ) + EtxHt+1

πt = πHt + α(τt − τt−1)

xHt = γτ (τt − τ et ),

where we have abstracted from the terms independent of policy and of order higher than

two.

Given the representation of the loss function and the constraints, the problem is equivalent

to minimizing the loss function subject to the aggregate supply equation only, thus obtaining

a solution for domestic inflation and the output gap. The remaining variables (interest rate

it, CPI inflation πt, and terms of trade τt) are then the solution to the remaining three

equations given the optimal values of πHt and xHt.

The first-order conditions for the simplified problem (under commitment from a timeless

perspective) are

πHt − µt + µt−1 = 0,
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and

λxxHt + ξµt = 0,

where µt is the Lagrange multiplier on the Phillips curve. Combining the two first-order

conditions to eliminate the Lagrange multiplier yields a standard optimal targeting rule

πHt +
λx
ξ

(xHt − xHt−1) = 0. (17)

The optimal targeting rule takes the same form as in a closed-economy model with

exogenous cost-push shocks (Clarida et al., 1999; Woodford, 2003). With cost-push shocks,

the same result would also hold in GM. Following tradeoff-inducing disturbances, monetary

policy lets domestic inflation absorb more—and the output gap less—of the adjustment the

higher the weight on output gap stabilization in the loss function (λx) and the lower the slope

of the Phillips curve (ξ). In our model, however, the tradeoff-inducing term ut is neither

exogenously appended to the Phillips curve nor due to exogenous variations in the elasticity

of substitution or in sales taxes. Instead, the cost-push shock arises as a linear combination

of the various disturbances to the model because of the wedge between the natural and the

efficient level of output. This convolution of shocks prevents contemporaneous stabilization

of inflation and the output gap. Its presence in the Phillips curve depends on the reallocation

of resources between the domestic and the offshore economy due to terms of trade fluctuations

that affect the marginal cost for mainland firms.

Another difference with the baseline New Keynesian model is that the slope of the tar-

geting rule is a function of the size of the oil sector through its effect on the composite

parameters γτ and λτ , since
λx
ξ

=
(λτ + ϕγ2τ )

(γτ + ϕγ2τ )ε
.

In the absence of the oil sector, λτ = γτ = 1, and the weight on real activity in the optimal

targeting rule equals the inverse of the elasticity of substitution among varieties. This special

case encompasses both the closed and open economy counterparts (Clarida et al., 1999, and

GM). But when the resource sector demands inputs from the mainland, λτ > γτ , and the

weight on real activity is larger than 1/ε. The steeper targeting rule is a result of both

a higher weight on output stabilization in the loss function and a higher sacrifice ratio for

policymakers.

Overall, the main finding of our paper is that optimal monetary policy in resource-rich

economies continues to require following a targeting rule that trades off domestic inflation

and the efficient output gap. This tradeoff arises endogenously because of the terms-of-

trade inefficiency in commodity-producing economies with substantial linkages across sectors.
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Differently from GM and the baseline New Keynesian model in a closed economy, however,

optimal policy places a higher weight on the stabilization of real activity because the terms-

of-trade inefficiency we have highlighted involves welfare costs on the top of the output losses

due to price dispersion.

4 Quantitative Results

In this section, we study the quantitative implications of the model. We first show how the

slope of the targeting rule changes with the size of the oil sector. We then compare the

propagation of oil price shocks under optimal policy with the dynamics implied by three

simple rules for monetary policy. Third, we compare the conditional welfare losses following

oil price shocks when monetary policy follows these simple rules with the minimum loss

achieved under optimal policy, and we provide a sensitivity analysis to the size of the demand

impulse from the offshore sector.18

4.1 Calibration

We consider a period to be one quarter and set β = 0.9963. This value implies that the

real interest rate is about 1.5% in the steady state. As in GM, we calibrate the expected

duration of price contracts to one year by setting θ = 0.75, and a net desired mark-up of

prices over marginal costs of 20% by setting ε = 6. Also as in GM, we set the degree of

openness α equal to 0.4, and the inverse of the labor supply elasticity ϕ to 3.

We pick the value for the material share in oil production η, along with values for the

steady-state values of the exogenous variables AHt, AOt and Y ∗t to match a set of targets,

based on Norwegian data, for the steady-state ratios of factor input demands from the oil

sector to mainland GDP (sm = 15%), oil production to total GDP (YO/Y = 20%), and the

restriction that expenditure shares of mainland GDP add up to one (sc + sm = 1).19

We parameterize the shock process for the global oil price by estimating a simple first-

order autoregression for the demeaned log real oil price shown in Figure 1 over the sample

1978Q1-2017Q4

p∗Ot = ρOp
∗
Ot−1 + εt,

18The online appendix reports impulse responses and welfare comparisons for an additional set of simple
monetary policy rules, and for the case in which oil price movements are correlated with the global business
cycle.

19In particular, we may normalize AH = 1 as to have three parameters for three targets. These restrictions
imply that η = 0.38.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of the policy trade-off to the size of the demand impulse from
the oil sector. Read stars indicate the baseline calibration.

where εt ∼ (0, σ2
O). Not surprisingly, the estimates suggest that oil price movements are

highly persistent (ρ̂O = 0.96) and that oil price shocks are large (σ̂O = 0.15).

4.2 The Targeting Rule

Compared to GM, our baseline calibration implies a somewhat steeper targeting rule. Mon-

etary policy allows domestic inflation to absorb more—and the output gap less—of the ad-

justment after tradeoff-inducing disturbances. This outcome is a consequence of the larger

weight on output stabilization in the loss function in combination with a flatter Phillips

curve. Figure 2 illustrates how the slope of the targeting rule changes with the size of the

demand impulse from the oil sector in steady state. For completeness, the top-left panel

shows the value of η consistent with each value of sm considered. As shown in the top-right

panel, the targeting rule is increasing in the share of demand originating offshore for all
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Figure 3: Impulse responses to a 10% negative shock to the world oil price under
optimal monetary policy (solid blue lines), simple domestic inflation targeting (DITR;
dashed red lines), simple CPI inflation targeting (CITR; dashed-dotted black lines),
and a strict exchange rate peg (Peg; dotted green lines).

empirically relevant values. For values of sm below 50%, which is a very generous upper

bound on the GDP share of materials in commodity production for an advanced economy,

this correspondence follows from both an increasing weight on the output gap in the loss

function (bottom-left) and a declining slope of the Phillips curve (bottom-right).

4.3 Impulse Responses to an Oil Price Shock

Following a 10% fall of the real dollar price of oil in the world market (top-left panel), Figure

3 compares the responses of the key macroeconomic variables under optimal policy (Optimal)

with those under the three alternative simple rules considered by GM:
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1) Domestic inflation Taylor rule (DITR): it = φππHt

2) CPI inflation Taylor rule (CITR): it = φππt

3) Exchange rate peg (Peg): ∆et = 0.

For a decade, the shock reduces the profitability of oil production, and oil producers re-

spond by reducing extraction. Hence, the demand for intermediate input from the mainland

declines, and both the volume of oil extracted and the profits generated in the offshore econ-

omy fall. These responses in the offshore sector are driven by the fall in the oil price and are

only very marginally affected by monetary policy. In contrast, monetary policy shapes the

propagation of the oil price shock through the mainland economy, thus affecting the optimal

monetary policy response.

A reduction in the oil price leads to a depreciation of the efficient terms of trade and an

increase in the efficient level of mainland output. As oil production becomes less profitable,

the offshore economy demands less inputs, thus reducing the relative price of home mainland

goods. Perfect international risk-sharing, however, implies that a depreciation of the terms

of trade is associated with a positive transfer from abroad that supports consumption. This

transfer allows the planner to increase production of domestic goods to meet consumption

demand without adverse effects on welfare.

In all cases, however, the fall in the demand for intermediate goods offshore leads to

a contraction of output on the mainland, and the efficient output gap falls. As firms cut

production, the demand for labor also falls. This effect works to drive down the real wage and

marginal costs. For a given policy stance, firms therefore also want to cut prices and domestic

inflation tends to fall. But with optimal policy (solid blue lines), the central bank will not

allow the output gap and domestic prices to move in the same direction, as the targeting

rule in (17) implies. The monetary authority therefore reduces the interest rate enough to

induce an increase in the real wage despite the contraction in output and employment. By

further stimulating private consumption, the policy contracts labor supply enough to more

than offset the effect on the real wage from a fall in labor demand. In addition, a stronger

real exchange rate depreciation increases the real product wage. With higher marginal costs,

firms set higher prices and domestic inflation rises in equilibrium. By reducing the interest

rate by more than half a percentage point on impact, the central bank limits the contraction

in output to about 0.2% with our baseline calibration.

Under DITR (dashed red lines), the central bank simply leans against the fall in domestic

inflation. A lower interest rate stimulates aggregate demand and thus reduces labor supply

at given wages, while a real exchange rate depreciation reduces the relative price of home

goods. However, both the output gap and domestic inflation fall. The weaker response to

domestic inflation means that, in equilibrium, monetary policy has to keep interest rates low
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Table 1: Fluctuations and welfare conditional on oil price shocks

Standard deviations (in %) Losses
Policy regime it πHt πt ∆et yHt xt Dev. Rel.
Optimal 2.20 0.63 5.24 3.05 2.58 3.80 0.00 1.00
DITR 4.36 2.91 4.59 2.52 2.82 4.04 0.61 1.73
CITR 2.49 2.50 1.66 1.32 3.27 4.46 0.68 1.80
Peg 0.00 5.01 3.01 0.00 4.04 5.19 2.26 3.68
Note: Welfare losses are measured as the limit for β → 1 of the unconditional
expectation of (12) relative to the minimum loss achieved under optimal pol-
icy, expressed either in percentages of steady-state consumption (Dev.), or as
a ratio (Rel.).

for longer to bring about the required reduction in the real interest rate. For the first year

after the shock, the mainland recession is larger than under optimal policy.

In contrast to the previous two regimes, CITR (dashed-dotted black lines) leads to an

increase in the interest rate on impact of the shock. As the mainland terms of trade de-

teriorates with lower prices of mainland goods, the exchange rate depreciates. This effect

leads to inflationary pressure through imported goods. With CITR, monetary policy leans

against this rise in the CPI, and the initial spike in this measure of inflation is limited to

about 0.7 percentage points. This result, however, comes at the cost of making the recession

in the mainland economy more severe. By increasing the interest rate by about 0.4 per-

centage points, mainland output falls by about 0.6% following the oil price shock with our

calibration. At the same time, domestic inflation falls by more than half a percentage point.

Finally, with an exchange rate peg (dotted green lines), monetary policy is restricted to

keep the interest rate in line with the foreign rate. The real exchange rate depreciation now

takes the form of consumer price deflation, while dynamics in the real economy are similar to

those under CITR, although both the recession and the fall in domestic inflation are deeper

under this regime.

4.4 Welfare Comparisons

Table 1 reports the standard deviations of key variables under the four monetary policy

regimes when the economy experiences oil price shocks with the estimated standard deviation

of 15%. Also in Table 1 are welfare losses measured as the limit for β → 1 of the unconditional

expectation of (12), relative to the minimum loss achieved under optimal policy, expressed

either in percentages of steady-state consumption (Dev.), or as a ratio (Rel.).

The optimal policy regime is characterized by relatively low variability in both domestic

inflation and the output gap. In contrast, optimal policy allows for higher fluctuations in
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both CPI inflation and the exchange rate than any of the other regimes considered. Hence,

as in GM, the simple rules are characterized by excess smoothness of the nominal exchange

rate. Not surprisingly, the exchange rate peg is therefore the worst performer amongst the

simple rules. Nominal exchange-rate stability comes at the cost of high volatility in domestic

inflation and the output gap, and the loss under the peg is almost four times higher than

the minimum loss achieved under optimal policy, that is an additional loss of approximately

2.26% of steady-state consumption. The DITR and the CITR perform substantially better

with losses respectively 1.7 and 1.8 times higher than under optimal policy. The DITR

slightly outperforms the CITR because it delivers more domestic output gap stability than

the CITR at a small cost in terms of domestic inflation volatility.20

5 Conclusion

We have developed a New Keynesian small open economy model of a resource-rich econ-

omy to study optimal monetary policy within a linear-quadratic framework. Compared to

the GM benchmark in which the divine coincidence holds, we show that extraction tech-

nology introduces an inefficiency in the terms of trade unrelated to non-unitary elasticities

of intertemporal and international substitution in consumption. Therefore, monetary pol-

icy faces a tradeoff between the stabilization of domestic inflation and the welfare-relevant

output gap in the resource-rich economy, even for utility specification that would not imply

such a tradeoff in conventional economies. Relative to GM, then, our framework features

four novel elements: a flatter Phillips curve, an efficient level of output which depends on

demand from the resource sector directed towards the rest of the economy, an endogenous

tradeoff between inflation and the output gap, and a higher welfare weight on the output

gap.

Given substantial spillovers from the commodity sector to the rest of the economy, optimal

policy calls for a significant reduction of the interest rate following a drop in commodity

prices. The results also illustrate that a central bank with a flexible consumer price inflation

target (or an exchange rate peg objective) may find itself in a dilemma after a large shock to

commodity prices. A fall in the price will lead to a slowdown in the domestic economy, but a

sharp depreciation of the exchange rate may lead to inflationary pressure. Given its mandate,

the central bank may therefore have to increase interest rates at the cost of deepening the

domestic recession further. A flexible domestic inflation target avoids this tension.

20The relative performance of the DITR and the CITR is highly sensitive to the value of the feedback
coefficient on inflation (φπ) in the interest rate rule. As we show in the online appendix, a strict domestic
inflation target (corresponding to the DITR with φπ →∞) comes very close to achieving the minimum loss,
while a strict CPI target performs worse than the CITR with φπ = 1.5.
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